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Analysis of the FoodE App 
Miguel Angel Fernandez Caravaca - 1604067 

Abstract—This paper presents a qualitative analysis about the functions and user-accessible 

elements of the FoodE App. It begins with a travel through all the pages of the application, 

discovering them for the first time as a new user and giving an opinion of each part. Then, it uses 

the previous opinions and experience to suggest modifications that could improve the FoodE App , 

divided in little changes over existing elements and big or new implementations. To finish, this 

paper includes an annex, which is the FoodE App User’s Manual, made as a helping tool for the 

application so that it could be easier to use for anyone. 

Index Terms— City/Region Food Systems, Smartphone application analysis, User’s Guide Manual 

——————————   ◆   —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION

 
his final degree project is an analysis of the FoodE 

App, a mobile phone application where different CRFS1 
initiatives get to be visited and rated by any citizen, pro-
moting citizen active engagement in identifying, monitor-
ing and assessing CRFS initiatives. This analysis is quali-
tative, meaning that it has no elements that could be ana-
lysed and compared over statistics, but instead it is all 
about a social and subjective point of view. 

This analysis covers all the user-accessible functions on 
the application (the version of non-owners of CRFS initia-
tives), followed by a section of changes to improve the 
application and, as an extra result, leveraging the data to 
create a user’s guide based on my experience. 
 

The final objective is to help the developers improve 
the FoodE App. More in detail, I want to improve the 
functions and characteristics of the application itself, so it 
can reach more people and have a bigger impact. 

The main tool I focused on to reach more citizens is 
simplicity: as I think that the FoodE App already has all 
the features it needs to succeed, one of the key points to 
improve is making the app so simple to navigate through 
that even new smartphone users could use this applica-
tion as a first contact with downloadable smartphone 
apps. 

Briefly, I want to give them a useful tool to spread and 
improve the FoodE App. 

 
To accomplish the main objective, I decided to make a 

1st person explanation for the first section (chapter 2). This 
means that I used my personal experience as a base to 
explain what I think it could be improved. 

 
 
 
1CRFS stands for City/Region Food System. The term is used for any 

food-related activity like cultivating food, transporting food, waste 

management, etc; done in a local area like a city or town. 

For this chapter, I decided to start practical, with no 
previous knowledge about this application, so I could 
discover it by my own. The first chapter will detail what 
and how I find each function of the application, together 
with my opinion of each element. The main description is 
about the English version of the application, although I 
also checked the Spanish and Catalan versions once I 
finished, so I could analyse and compare them as well. 

The correlation between the final objective and this 
methodology is to put myself in the shoes of a new user, 
so I could represent more accurately how they feel about 
the FoodE App in a later part of the paper, where I make 
suggestions about changes based on the most personal 
and realistic experience. 

 
Following the structure and development of this pa-

per, some elements in need of a change will be mentioned 
on the first chapter, but they will not be explained at that 
first contact. Instead, on the 2nd section, those elements 
will be explained in more detail, together with a possible 
solution or change. 
 

The main motivation for this analysis is that the FoodE 
App is a perfect example of what I liked the most of my 
degree in Smart Cities, as this mobile phone application 
combines: mobile, web and server programming, circular 
economy2 values, local and sustainable commerce3 and 
specially citizen engagement4; between other subjects. 

 
  
 
2Circular economy is the name of the model of production and con-

sumption based on expanding the useful lifetime of materials and prod-

ucts as long as possible and reducing waste to a minimum. 
3Local commerce is a term that refers to the commerce limited to a 

concrete geography, like in municipalities or metropolitan areas. It often 

excludes shop market lines. 
4Citizen engagement is a term that refers to the participation of a 

population in or with projects, companies or services. 

T 
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In a more detailed way, this application allows every-
one to get to know better what CRFS initiatives and com-
panies do and how they work (as well as their environ-
mental impact), granting citizens a direct and more per-
sonal knowledge of how important and complex the food 
system is, from the food production to the waste man-
agement, and making the citizens direct participants of 
their local CRFS. 

In a nutshell, I really see potential and good outcomes 
for society in the FoodE App, and I wanted to contribute 
in some way to make this project better. 

 
 

2 FOODE APP FIRST TAKE 

2.1  The Home page 

     To contextualize a bit, let us suppose that I am an av-
erage citizen when, suddenly, the employee of a local 
grocery shop tells me about a mobile phone application 
where I can get to know how sustainable is the company 
from which I am buying the tomatoes. Motivated by curi-
osity, by my personal interest in sustainability and be-
cause the app is totally free, I proceed to download and 
try it. 
 
     Once downloaded, I open the FoodE App and I found 
the main page, titled About (fig. 1). It begins with a call to 
CRFS initiative owners, followed by an explanation about 
what the CRFS are. Although it seems to not be destinat-
ed to me, I decide to read it. 
     When I understood what CRFS are, I kept reading. The 
next title is The FoodE App – The project and the tool. Read-
ing it, I figured out how do I take part in this community: 
by evaluating CRFS initiatives by my own. I found other 
languages versions of the first text a bit unexplanatory, 
but more on that later. 
     The last paragraph, titled Sustainability – The aim 
should then explain what FoodE does, but it is a bit 
tricky: the first time I read it I find it hard to understand, 
since it first describes 3 key points of sustainability and 
then it explains what a CRFS initiative can do with the 
app. 
 
     So, summarizing, the first page of the application  
teaches me what CRFS are, the resources of the app, the 
key points of sustainability, a quick explanation of what 
an owner of a CRFS initiative can do in this app and, most 
important, what is my role on this app. I find this infor-
mation useful, and it keeps me with the motivation to 
continue investigating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

2.2  The Explore page 

     Proceeding with the exploration, I select the Explore 
button on the bottom of the screen, where a world map 
can be found (fig. 2). I could zoom in to my city and press 
a nearby location sign. Then, a logo and name of the 
company pop out, so I tap the picture once and nothing 
happens, then I tap it several times but still nothing is 
happening yet. That is when I tap at the name and it takes 
me to another page of the app, concretely to the CRFS 
section. 
      I liked that map, it is an easy and efficient way to find 
the nearest CRFS initiatives near my location and their 
exact position, instead of having to read every initiative 
its information to know where they are or searching it by 
myself. However, I would prefer that the interactive ele-
ments were different than the rest, so i could differentiate 
them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.   The Home page of the FoodE App. 
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2.3 The CRFS page 

In this new page, I can see the name of the CRFS initiative 
I tapped on at the previous page, their main activities, 
their location, and their website (fig. 3). As the letters of 
the main activities and the website are coloured different 
from the rest, I try to tap on them, waiting for some in-
formation to pop out, but again, nothing happens. Once I 
tap on the website, an error blocks the application, so I 
had to restart it. I checked this issue later and it seems to 
be gone, so I assume it was something more related to my 
smartphone than to the FoodE App. 
     Once restarted, I decided to go directly to the CRFS 
page and search for the company on it, instead of using 
the map (fig. 4). I notice that this part is well structured: a 
search tab, an order button, a filter button, the legend of 
the symbols in the page and each CRFS company with 
their logo, name, main activities, location, sustainability 
punctuation and user rating average. Also, I really like 
the order and filter options: you can order by user rating, 
by sustainability score or alphabetical (which is the pre-
determined option); and you can filter the results by: 
score, sustainability (both from 0 to 5) and by category, 
where you can see the full variety of CRFS that there are. I 
personally find this resource pretty useful, since you can 
find quickly any CRFS initiative based on one of their 
characteristics, as it also automatically creates a ranking 
of the top CRFS initiatives depending on their user score 
and their sustainability punctuation. 
 
      I quickly find the company I was previously investi-
gating. Continuing the description of the initiative its  

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2.   The Explore page of the FoodE App with an example of CRFS 
initiative selected on the map. 

 

Fig. 3.   The CRFS initiative page. 

Fig. 4.   The CRFS list page. 
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page, under the logo, 3 dropdowns can be found: 
          - The first one is the description, which is a Catalan 
text with a well-explained description of the CRFS initia-
tive. Something curious for me is that this description is 
in a language different from the rest of the app. 
          - The second dropdown is the sustainability details, 
which holds lots of different scores that finally give the 
company an overall punctuation. These scores are distin-
guished in 3 global topics: social, environmental, and eco-
nomic. Although the scores are grouped and titled simply 
but effectively, which makes the categories completely 
understandable, I would like to have a link to or an ex-
planation of how these scores are calculated. 
          - Similar to the previous one, the last dropdown 
contains the users its ratings given to that specific CRFS 
initiative. This part has 5 different types of rating, which 
are: food and experience, economic, environmental, social, and 
service quality (Fig. 5). Like before, they are briefly ex-
plained, and there is also the detail of how many reviews 
have been done to that company, and for instance, in how 
many reviews the average punctuation is based on. At the 
bottom of this page, we can find the sentence see reviews 
(not translated in the Spanish and Catalan versions) in a 
green colour, just like the web link at the beginning of the 
page. 
          By tapping on it you get to the list with every indi-
vidual rating, which shows the user its profile image, its 
name, the rating (out of five), the date of the rating and an 
optional comment. Next to it, at the same height as the 
name, we find another green sentence which says See 
details, which leads us to another page. 
 

This page has the personal rating of the user (with the 
same structure as the overall rating on that last 
dropdown), but more graphical and with one key detail: 
next to each topic, there is an information button which, if 
tapped, it displays a detailed explanation about on what 
should this part of the rating be based on. That is what I 
wanted to find: the explanation of on what each rating 
should be based on; and it does not disappoint me, since 
it is really clear and detailed. This is one of the most im-
portant features, if you ask me, because it is the main 
structure for all the user ratings, and if the FoodE App 
wants people to get involved, the users must know how 
to rate and how did others rate. 
 
 

2.4 The Scan page 

The 3rd icon at the bottom of the page is the Scan button. 
There, i find that, to be able to scan, I must log in first, so I 
create an account and I log in. Then, I am able to scan a 
QR code to prove that I have visited an initiative and get 
myself 5 points of the point system of the FoodE App. 
After that, I see I can also rate that initiative by filling a 
formulary, where I get to evaluate it with 5 scores be-
tween 1 and 5 stars: Food and experience, Economic, Envi-
ronmental, Social and Service quality (fig. 5). Each of the 
themes has its own information button, where it is ex-
plained what people should be based on to rate that 

theme. After completing the rating, I get another 5 points 
and I get to the last page. 

Just as I said on the previous section, I adore the well 
and simple explanation for each voting category, I just 
think it is vital to have that explanation always available 
to remind the users what exactly should be rated and 
what have the other users rated. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

2.5 The Profile page 

     The last page is the Profile (fig. 6). There I find my 
name at the top of the page, the point recount, the num-
ber of visits and reviews I have made, and some more 
options. 

Beginning from top to bottom, the first element I inter-
acted with was the punctuation system, which led me to 
an explanation of it and to meet the mascot of the app: 
Terrix, a pot with a little plant that grows as I earn more 
points. 

I must admit that a punctuation system is always 
great, but having a cute mascot makes the difference. It 
motivates me to really use that application, to visit CRFS 
centres and rate them. 

 
My next interaction was with the point recount, where 

I could see when and what have I visited or reviewed, 
and the points each action gave me. 

 
The rest of the profile options are: 

➢ Reviews, where I could visualize in detail my 
reviews. 

Fig. 5.   The rating page for users of the FoodE App. 
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➢ Personal data and access, where I can change my 
profile information and my password. 

➢ Languages, where the language of the applica-
tion can be chosen between 9 different op-
tions. 

➢ Contact Us, a page with an e-mail and a com-
ment box to contact the FoodE App team. 

➢ Logout, to close the currently open account on 
that device. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
My overall sensation is that the FoodE App is a simple 

and well-done application, with attractive features and a 
great work behind. The structure is nice: having all the 
features easy to reach makes this application easier to use 
than other famous social media and messaging apps, like 
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or WhatsApp. Also, the 
information provided at the application is overall well 
explained, easy to understand and complete. And in ad-
dition, there is also a point system, which is a great way 
to encourage people to keep using the app, visit the CRFS 
initiatives and rate them. 

However, this does not mean there is no room to grow, 
as we found some things that would require a little 
change and there are always new features to add and 
improve. On the next part of this paper, I comment what 
things could be changed (in my opinion) to make this 
mobile phone application even better. 
 

3 RECOMMENDING CHANGES 

While exploring the FoodE App, I found certain things 
that, in my opinion, must be changed. Also, I came up 
with some ideas that could come in handy to add new 
elements or make big modifications to already existing 
features, like the login system or the language access. 

 
To give some order to this chapter, I have divided it in 

these two parts: the changes over already existing ele-
ments, which involves little changes and no new addi-
tions; and new implementations, which makes big chang-
es to the current features, as well as it adds new elements. 

 
 

3.1  Changes over existing elements 
Following the order of events of the previous chapter, I 

will begin with the home page. 
 
 
3.1.1  About page changes 

While reading the paragraph The FoodE App – The pro-
ject and the tool, I compared the English version with both 
the Catalan and the Spanish version. I found those two 
versions unexplanatory about how I, an average citizen, 
take part in the application. By reading the rest of that 
initial page, I find nothing about what I should do, and 
that may make the citizen confused. 

Since this page is the first contact you have with the 
FoodE App, I believe that every important information 
about its functioning must be explained in it in a simple-
to-understand way. This is important because making the 
FoodE App easier to understand and use will allow it to 
reach the maximum number of citizens, and so, to create 
bigger communities and raise awareness about our food 
chains. 
 
 
3.1.2  Language changes 

Besides the About page, the application itself is entirely 
in English the first time you enter, which may be an in-
convenient for non-English speakers. The change pro-
posed for this feature will be presented at the next section 
(chapter 3.2). 

Also, changing the language is an important option, 
but I find it too hidden for not-much technological skilled 
people to find. A possible improvement would be to put 
that option more visible. However, this issue will also be 
addressed on the next section, since its ideal solution is 
not an edit but something new to add. 
 
 
3.1.3  Web changes over CRFS initiatives 

The next change I would make is related to the CRFS 
initiatives. When you go to the CRFS page, pick any initi-
ative with an URL and click that link, you may find 2 
different scenarios: 
➢ The first one is what you expect to happen: the 

web page of that company gets opened in your 
default browser. 

➢ The second one also opens the web page on a 

Fig. 6.  The Profile page of the FoodE App (after having visited and rated 
a CRFS initiative). 
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browser, but a security error blocks the connex-
ion, since the web has an invalid certificate. 

 
In this case, this error is not about the application itself 

but about the web pages, because some of them may be 
inaccessible. To solve this, an annually automated web 
check could be implemented, so that it notifies the devel-
opers and the CRFS initiative owners when their web 
page is not available, letting them know that they have to 
fix it or hide the access to it from the FoodE App. 
 
 
3.1.4  Description changes over CRFS initiatives 

Another element to improve is the initiatives its de-
scriptions. When I wanted to know more about a compa-
ny, I found that, although I had the language of the appli-
cation in English, some descriptions were in Catalan, 
Spanish or French; they are like a name: only available on 
their original language. 

This issue is easily solvable in two ways: 
➢ By adding a translator function to the app, so eve-

ry text on other language is directly translated 
when choosing a language on the settings. 

➢ By translating it (manually or automatically) at 
the moment of registration of the CRFS, so the in-
formation is not translated in the app itself but in 
the database. 

 
Personally, I would recommend the second option, so 

the application is as light as possible and the information 
could be contrasted better. Also, it would potentially 
avoid mistranslations and possible errors that could ap-
pear by directly translating text over the application itself 
(for example, the translation could be so long that it is not 
fully viewed, since the app may not be ready for that 
function). 
 
 
3.1.5  Scoring changes over CRFS initiatives 

Another change I wanted to suggest is about the scores 
of CRFS pages. On that page you may find three 
dropdowns, the second of them being the sustainability 
details, with scores distinguished in 3 global topics: so-
cial, environmental, and economic. As I said while I was 
describing my first interaction with it, I would like to 
have some sort of explanation of how these scores are 
calculated. As these scores are generated automatically by 
a form that the CRFS register must fulfil, the average 
citizen does not know what parameters are used to set 
those scores. It is a specific improvement that would 
make the FoodE App more transparent, reliable, and 
attractive to curious people. 
 
 
3.1.6  Changes on interactive elements 

There is also a possible improvement on the text of the 
application itself. In some parts, like in a CRFS initiative 
its page, we may find sentences and words in a green 
colour. These words sometimes are interactable, like the 
website, while it can also be just text with no possible 

interaction, like the classification of an initiative. To make 
things clearer, I would only use those green coloured 
words for interactable elements, to make those elements 
easier to find and use. 
 
 
3.1.7  Changes on the punctuation system 

The last improvement on this list is about the last func-
tion added to the FoodE App: the punctuation system. On 
the profile, you may find the access to the game instruc-
tions (fig. 7). In those instructions, there is a detailed ex-
planation of the system and three point ranges: each 
range covers up to 20 points (0-20 points, 21-40 points and 
41-60 points), and the higher the points, the more grown 
is Terrix, the mascot of the FoodE App. When you tap on 
any of these ranges, you find a description of that level. 
The problem is that the Catalan version currently has no 
description of each level, so a description just like the 
English or Spanish one should be implemented for this 
language version. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
3.2  New implementations 

The following suggestions are based on the premise of 
wanting the FoodE App to be as easy to use as possible. 
These suggestions are not based on improving existing 
elements by adding new things or changing them partial-
ly, but based on creating new elements, functions or rede-
signing some parts. 

 
 

Fig. 7.  The Game instructions page of the FoodE App. 
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3.2.1  A new page for beginners 
The first possible improvement is about the really first 

contact with the FoodE App, and it has two variants. Both 
of them consists in adding a screen that appears to new 
users the first time they open the application, but they are 
different changes. Here are the detailed explanations to 
both options: 
➢ The first variant adds to that new page the lan-

guage options, in order to select your preferred 
language (which may be really useful for non-
English speakers). Also, it could be explained 
there all about the FoodE App, like the content of 
the about page, some guides to different functions 
of the application, or how to make or read a rat-
ing. 

➢ The second variant adds to that new page the log-
ging screen. After logging in, the first page to ap-
pear is the profile, so people can change the lan-
guage or check their data easily. 

 
These two options are based on the importance of the 

language. It is necessary for people to understand the 
FoodE App if they want to use it, and these modifications 
would make reaching this option way easier. 
 
 
3.2.2  Language as user information 

As a complement of the previous suggestion, the lan-
guage chosen could be saved as account information, so if 
a user uninstalls the FoodE App and installs it again, or if 
they install it on other device, after logging in they would 
automatically have the last language used. This idea 
could also be implemented by its own, not depending on 
the previous suggestion. 
 
 
3.2.3  The home page 

Something related to the first change on this part of the 
document (chapter 3.2.1) is that I do not find necessary to 
start on the About page every time I open the FoodE App. 
Instead, they could use the Profile or the CRFS page as the 
main page. The reason is that once you have understood 
everything on the About page, this page has not much 
more use. 

An alternative to this would be creating a new main 
page, which could contain relevant information like the 
points accumulated, the ratings you have done, the latest 
ratings other people has done or a search form. 

 
 

3.2.4  Personalization 
Something basic for lots of videogames are customiza-

ble items, like profile pictures, profile descriptions, per-
sonal avatars, etc; Customizing Terrix the mascot could 
be a great idea! A big step that I think would attract more 
people is to create some sort of shop where people could 
unlock customizable elements in exchange of, for exam-
ple, points. Having something adapted to your likes just 
feels warmer and more welcoming than something strict 
and unchangeable. 

4 CONCLUSION 

After the step-by-step exploration and the brainstorm-
ing of little changes and new implementations to improve 
the FoodE App, we have seen that it is a well-constructed 
application: it is worldwide accessible, it is easy to use, it 
has good explanations about its contents and rating crite-
ria, it is available in several languages, its content is or-
dered and the CRFS initiatives are classified, it has an 
attracting point system and it allows direct interaction 
between initiatives and citizens. 

 
Some possible continuations of this paper may be: 
➢ Reaching town halls. By getting the FoodE App 

to be advertised or somehow gain visibility from 
city halls would be really convenient, since town 
halls should be interested in preserving local 
commerce and improving the life quality of their 
citizens. The FoodE App does all of this, given 
that the population gets to know their closest 
CRFS initiatives and contribute to improve 
them, and citizens also gain information that 
could improve their life quality, like what com-
panies are less harming to nature and biodiver-
sity or how those initiatives participate in the 
climate change. 

 
➢ The EU as an ally. Similar to the previous point, 

this possible continuation is about how can the 
European Union improve their actions over cli-
mate change, circular economy, agriculture, 
livestock, etc; by taking advantage of tools like 
the FoodE App. 

 
➢ Collaborating with their CRFS owners. The 

punctuation system is already great, but it could 
be greater. Collaborating with CRFS owners or 
other entities to offer rewards of any kind by ex-
changing points could be a great idea, but 
would it be viable? This idea requires a deeper 
study. 

 
Being a community-maker application for CRFS initia-

tives is a hard thing, since the users must be interested in 
participating in their local CRFS, so their bigger challenge 
is to make the FoodE App as attractive as possible for the 
biggest amount of people. That is a hard job, but I hope 
that my work helps to the future development of this 
application. 
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ANNEX 

Before the annex itself, I must expose that it is bigger 
than the limit of pages. Because of the nature of the fol-
lowing document, it would make no sense to create a user 
manual in just 4 pages or less, so it needed to be bigger. 
The annex begins at the next page. 
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